Desmoplastic ameloblastoma in the mandible: A case report
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Abstract
Introduction: 0.9 – 12.1% of all cases of ameloblastoma account to be Desmoplastic Ameloblastoma (DA). The presentation of the tumor is often similar to benign fibro-osseous lesions both clinically as well as radiographically. Histologically, DA is made up of small nests and strands of odontogenic epithelium which seem to be compressed by the highly collagenized stroma. We report a case of DA in a 44-year-old female with a mildly painful swelling in the anterior region of mandible. The lesion had a multilocular appearance on both panoramic radiographs as well as in the computed tomography scan. Histologically, the lesion was confirmed to be a case of DA. Regardless of the fact that DA is a rare entity, its aggressive nature binds the clinician to be cautious enough to include DA in the differential diagnosis of any lesion/growth clinically and radiographically mimicking a benign fibro osseous lesion.
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Introduction
The most common classification of ameloblastoma is on the basis of its histological presentation, as being plexiform, follicular, desmoplastic, granular cell type, basal cell type, clear cell type and acanthomatous.1 In the year 1984, Eversole documented several cases and gave a detailed description of DA. He coined the term “ameloblastoma with pronounced desmoplasia” for it.2

The paucity of literature for this lesion can be understood by the fact that Eversole described less than 70 cases and Waldron and El Mofy studied about 116 cases of DA. Through the literature, it is stated that about 9-12.1% of all the reported cases of ameloblastoma fall under the DA subtype.3

DA neither has a classical clinical appearance nor is its radiological picture very pathognomonic. Radiographically, it ranges from being an irregular, multilocular radiolucency with indistinctive margins, to a combination of radiopaque-radiolucent appearance with undefined borders resembling a fibro-osseous lesion. The lesion may also present as a large expansile osteolytic lesion with mottled, multilocular or honey comb pattern.4 Tooth displacement is invariably present.5

The only feature typical of DA is its histological picture of, dense collagenization with compressed nests and strands of cells of odontogenic origin of varying shapes and sizes. Few cases have reported metaplastic bone formation.6

Here we report one such classical case of DA in a middle aged female arising in the anterior portion of the mandible.

Clinical Presentation: A 44-year-old lady came to our dental hospital with a swelling in the chin area. She mentioned the swelling increased gradually in size over a period of 5 years and was associated with mild pain.

Extra orally, facial asymmetry was evident. The swelling was present on the right side of the face near the chin region, oval in shape and mildly tender on palpation. The overlying skin appeared slightly stretched. No sinus opening was present and no lymph node involvement was observed.

Intra-orally a large swelling approximately 5 × 4 cm in size was evident, extending from the lower right second premolar to the left central incisor. The buccal cortical plate was enlarged, whereas the cortical plate of the lingual side in the affected region seemed normal. The swelling occupied the buccal vestibular area. It had a smooth surface with normal overlying mucosa. The swelling was found to be firm, bony hard, mildly tender, non-fluctuant, non-compressible and non-pulsatile on palpation Fig. 1.

The teeth in the area of the lesion were non-tender and vital; there was slight mobility of 41. Radiographic examination (OPG) of the mandible revealed a mixed radiolucent radio-opaque lesion with unclear margins extending from the mesial surface of 45 to the mesial side of 31 (5 × 4 cm in size). The lesion resulted in the displacement of the roots of right mandibular canine and first premolar. Though there was no sign of root resorption, the periodontal ligament space was enlarged and the lamina dura around the involved teeth was lost Fig. 2. Computerized tomography scans revealed a multilocular lesion of the size of 5 cm medio-laterally, 4 cm supero-inferiorly and 2.5 cm antero-posteriorly Fig. 3.

Incisal biopsy was performed and the specimen was processed. The microscopic examination of the H & E stained sections exhibited irregular odontogenic epithelial islands consisting of peripheral cuboidal cells which were compressed in the extensively desmoplastic stroma. Fig. 4. The above histological picture were
suggestive of DA. The patient was referred to higher centres for treatment and follow up.

**Fig. 1:** The swelling had a smooth surface with normal overlying skin but stretched. On palpation, the swelling was found to be firm, bony hard in consistency, mildly tender, non-fluctuant, irreducible, non-compressible and non-pulsatile

**Fig. 2:** The orthopantomograph revealed a diffuse ill-defined mixed radiolucent radio-opaque lesion extending from mesial surface of 45 to the mesial surface of the 32 with an approximate size of $5 \times 4$ cm. The lesion resulted in the displacement of the roots of 44 and 43 without any signs of root resorption. There was loss of periodontal ligament space on the involved teeth. There was loss of lamina dura around the involved teeth

**Fig. 3:** Computerized tomography (CT) showed a multiloculated lesion; 5 cm mediolaterally, 4 cm superoinferiorly and 2.5 cm anteroposteriorly. Areas of calcification were present within the lesion giving it a soap bubble appearance.

**Fig. 4:** Photomicrograph (Haematoxylin and eosin stain, 10x): Extensive desmoplasia was seen throughout the stroma compressing the epithelial islands

**Discussion**

**Demographic presentation:** Tumor presents a strong propensity for the anterior region of the either jaws. The present case also had the lesion in the anterior mandible and premolar region, which is consistent with that reported in the literature. The age of our patient (44 years) was in the predilection age of DA which is in the 4th or 5th decades of life. It has no sex proclivity. A painless swelling of the jaw bone usually brings the patient to a clinician. The tumor size generally ranges between 1.0 and 8.5 cm. Tooth displacement is found in 92% of the cases, whereas only 33% of the cases show root resorption. In this report also, the patient described a mildly tender swelling with radiographs revealing displacement of the adjacent teeth 43 and 44. However, no root resorption was evident.

**Origin of the lesion:** Kishino et al. identified oxytalan fibers in the connective stroma of DA with the help of potassium monopersulfate-aldehyde fuchsin stain. He proposed that these fibres which were present in the periodontal membrane could be the source of origin of DA. While others suggested the rests of Malassez present in the periodontal membrane to be the source of origin of DA.

**Radiographic features:** Radiographically, nearly 50% of the DA cases have a mottled, mixed radiolucency/radiopacity with unclear margins, thus it is difficult to differentiate it from a fibro-osseous lesion. The infiltrative nature of DA involving the bony trabeculae has been hypothesized to be the reason for this radiographic picture. The literature suggests three radiological presentations of DA which can be categorized as:

1. **Type I**- the most common variety (osteofibrosis type) which has a mixed radiolucent-radiopaque appearance.
2. **Type II**- has a completely radiolucent picture (radiolucent type).
3. **Type III**- the rarest kind has mottled look combined with a huge radiolucent change (compound type).
Radiographic picture of our case was consistent with that of Type 1.

Lack of typical radiographic findings in our case, caused some difficulty in identifying it correctly. We also suspected a fibro-osseous lesion based on the radiographic findings.

**Histological picture:** The final diagnosis of DA is always based on histopathological findings, which is the only pathognomonic feature for DA. The usual microscopic features can be enumerated as:

An extensive stromal desmoplasia with abundance of collagen and moderate amount of cellular connective tissue, is the most consistent and distinguishing feature. Sharp, star shaped (stellate) or “kite-like” look of the tumor islands.

Peripheral layer of the islands is usually cuboidal and occasionally hyperchromatic.

The islands may contain spindle-shaped or squamoid epithelial cells in the center. Metaplastic osteoid trabecular (osteoplasia) formation may be present.

The palisading pattern of odontogenic epithelial cells as seen in conventional ameloblastoma is absent. Myxoid changes of the juxtaepithelial stroma are often present. Our case, showed all the above mentioned features. Savithri et al. suggested that if tumor cell stimulation of connective tissue fibroblasts caused desmoplasia, they could also influence another cell type, i.e., osteoblasts to get stimulated causing osteoplasia.

**Aggressiveness:** DA in the maxilla vs DA in the mandible: Philipsen et al. suggested, desmoplastic ameloblastomas originating in the maxilla are more aggressive than those originating in the mandible. The closeness to vital structures as well as the very thin cortical bone of the maxilla being a weak barrier favours the spread of tumors.²

**Histological dilemmas:** The tumor might be misdiagnosed as another odontogenic tumor histologically as areas with only narrow strands of epithelial cells within desmoplastic stroma may look similar to odontogenic fibroma. Another differential diagnosis is squamous odontogenic tumor (SOT), as it may too present with a fibrotic stroma. The squamous metaplasia observed in some areas of the desmoplastic variant of ameloblastoma may simulate SOT if the palisading layer of the tall columnar cells is not seen. Other differential diagnosis are squamous cell carcinoma and ameloblastic fibroma. The distinguishing features of the former is prominent cytological atypia while the latter has a cellular stroma.¹²

**Conclusion**

Due to scarcity of adequate cases, the true biologic profile of DA is still not well comprehended. The clinician should be alert enough to include DA in the differential diagnosis of any lesion/growth with a mixed radiolucent-radiopaque picture having unclear borders and occurring in the anterior region of the jaws. A radical approach to its treatment with regular follow up is mandatory in a case of DA.
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